Good Morning Mayor and Council-

I sincerely hope some of you are reading this from a beach chair somewhere. It's a nasty weather morning here in Vancouver and we have all hands on deck dealing with it. Here's what's going on right now:

Heavy snow developed around 3am this morning and continued through to 6am. Light snow mixed with rain continues in some areas of the city. The weather forecast is for the snow to stop by 8am and dry out for the remainder of the day.

Sanitation has been dealing with the snow throughout the graveyard shift. We are keeping some of the Sanitation drivers on until 9am to help out with the road conditions.

Streets Salters/Plows are out. We are also dispatching multiple Hand Crews to deal with complaints and flooding calls.

30 Salters/plows are responding to main routes and trouble spots.

All available Streets Operation staff is on hand salting, bus stops, and clearing catch basins.

Available Sanitation staff also being dispatched.

So, no trash collection going on as we use al available resources to deal with the roads.

Let me know if I can provide additional information.

Thanks

Sadhu